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A. Introduction

1 It was with slight apprehension but still a fair amount of confidence that we wrote in our 2009 book on the harmonization of EU copyright law¹ that after nearly two decades of EU copyright-specific legislation, the subject matter of copyright protection was only harmonized to a limited extent. The Berne Convention and subsequent international treaties had already had a certain unifying effect on domestic copyright laws, of course, but the EU directives had not gone beyond those international norms, with the exception of software, databases and photographic works. The slight apprehension arose when, just after the final proofs had been sent off to the publishers, the Infopaq judgment was handed down. After some pleading the publisher agreed to a last-minute change to the paragraphs on the transient copying exemption of the Information Society Directive, which after a quick read seemed the bigger issue addressed by the Court.

2 In retrospect, of course, in a short space of time Infopaq became regarded as the landmark judgment in which the Court of Justice started to elaborate an EU-wide concept of copyright ‘work’. A string of cases followed in which the Court explicitly addressed when something is a copyrighted work: BSA (2010), Football Association Premier League (also known as ‘Murphy’, 2011), Painer (2011), and Football Dataco (2012),² with more cases pending.

3 It is still too early to establish the exact impact of the Court’s judgments on the copyright laws of Member States, even if national courts have started to refer to the CJEU’s judgments. Meanwhile, notably Infopaq and BSA have already generated lots of commentary from copyright scholars across the EU. In this article, my primary aim is to analyse the reception of these cases, exploring the type of readings legal scholars take. This should give us a more comprehensive understanding of the issues at stake. I distinguish ‘positivist-comparative’ readings, which address what the harmonized law now is and what impact this has on national laws, from methodological-critical readings of the case law. The latter comprise a variety of criticisms on the tools the Court uses for its apparent construction of an EU-wide work standard, which is the most controversial outcome of the cases.

4 The preliminary reference procedure plays a crucial role in legal practice as it is the primary instrument through which the Court shapes EU copyright law. We know surprisingly little about how it operates in copyright, though, and in the final part I advocate
that scholars engage with the role of the preliminary reference procedure as an instrument of further harmonization and its limitations. But first, by way of introduction, a brief reminder of how the existing directives deal with the copyright work.

B. The Europeanized copyright landscape

5 Until 1991 there was no secondary EU law on copyright. But the Court of Justice had begun to apply primary law to intellectual property in the 1970s and 1980s. First came judgments on how territorially defined national copyrights and related rights were to be viewed in light of the EC Treaty provisions aimed at ensuring the free movement of goods in the internal market. From the 1990s onwards the Court also addressed equal treatment of citizens (non-discrimination) and the impact of competition law on the exercise of copyright, especially as regards the prohibition to abuse a dominant position of what is now Article 102 TFEU.¹


7 Some of the topics in the 2001 Information Society Directive (2001/29/EC) were already on the 1988 agenda also. But the more comprehensive ideas on its scope are found in the 1995 Commission Green Paper on Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society and the 1996 Follow-up.³ Limitations and exceptions, which are an important part of the Information Society Directive, were initially not really on the agenda. The 1995 Green Paper was all about adapting exclusive rights to the digital environment, with a heavy focus on the scope of economic rights online and on the protection of digital rights management information and technological protection measures.

8 As is well known, the process that led to the Information Society Directive ran in tandem with the creation of the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty (and the WPPT), which entered into force for the EU and its Member States as the WCT on 14 March 2010. The WCT, too, is primarily concerned with making international copyright norms more suited to the digitally networked environment and contains no new norms on subjectmatter beyond those already laid down in the BC and the TRIPS Agreement.

C. Works in the directives

9 With the exception of the Information Society Directive then, all instruments basically dealt with a very limited set of copyright issues (duration), for only certain kinds of works (software, databases) or certain types of exploitation (rental and lending, satellite and cable, resale). From that perspective it is not surprising that, taken together, the directives shed little light on what the constitutive requirements for copyright are. If one considers the green papers and legislative preparatory materials, clearly there were only two harmonization projects where the requirements for protection as a copyright work were a key issue: the Computer Programs and Database Directives.

10 The respective directives provide that a computer program or database is protected on condition that ‘it is original in the sense that it is the author’s own intellectual creation’. It is generally accepted that this standard represents a compromise criterion. It evens out different local standards of originality and also meant do way with other adjacent criteria (such as merit or certain aesthetic appeal)⁴ that were sometimes applied to these fairly young branches of the copyright tree. Crucially, both directives do not just lay down the originality test, but also specify what kind of ‘work’ a database or computer program is and to what elements protection applies. Because the Database Directive introduced a sui generis intellectual property right in databases in addition to ‘normal’ copyright, it obviously made particular sense to elaborate what the object of either right is.

11 Computer programs were not defined as a distinct genre, but classed in the broader category of literary works as named in Article 2 Berne Convention. At the time it was not at all universally accepted that software was to be regarded as a literary work under the Berne Convention. In its 1988 Green Paper, the European Commission also professed that a change to the Berne Convention would be needed to bring software within its scope.⁵ In the event, of course, international protection was secured through the TRIPS Agreement (1992) and the WCT (1996), which essentially impose an obligation on contracting states to treat computer programs as literary works within the meaning of the Berne Convention.

12 The directive may not define the meaning of ‘computer program’, but it does specify in some detail what characteristics are protected: ‘the expression in any form of a computer program’, but not ‘ideas and prin-
To secure proper harmonization of the term of protection, Article 3 provides that the term for photographic works is always to be seventy years, even though the actual substance of the right may be different, notably in Member States where there are different rules for different categories of photographs. If the photograph is not protected under the law of the Member State in which the protection is claimed this paragraph will have no effect, as the substance of copyright entitlements is already protected by the respective national law.

Initially the Commission and European Parliament did not think the Term Directive would have to specify what constitutes a photographic work, or harmonize the originality test. This is what the Explanatory Memorandum to the original proposal for the Term Directive suggests. It states:

Photography is the third area where blackletter law as explicit about subsistence. Harmonization of the originality test here is accidental, one could say, as it is a side effect of the harmonization of the term of protection for all genres of copyright works. Some Member States have a two-tier regime for photographs (e.g. Austria, Germany). In the past, in these states photographs only qualified for copyright protection as artistic works when they met a higher than average originality standard (‘Lichtbildwerke’ in the German copyright act). A related right protects photographs as such (‘Lichtbild’). When the term of protection was harmonized for all literary and artistic works, it had to be clarified that the new default term of 70 years post mortem auctoris applies to original photographs only.

The preparatory documents and the text of the Directive itself do not make clear whether the test for photographs is the harmonized standard. Article 6 Term Directive now provides that “[p]hotographs which are original in the sense that they are the author’s own intellectual creation shall be protected in accordance with Article 1 [meaning: term of protection of life of the author plus 70 years, mev]. No other criteria shall be applied to determine their eligibility for protection. Member States may provide for the protection of other photographs.”

Turning to the other directives, the term ‘intellectual creation’ is absent there, but obviously the term ‘work’ is also to be found. After all, it is the normal descriptive term to denote copyright subject matter and it is difficult to specify rights without referring to their object. The references to ‘work’ tend to be a function of whatever the core issue is that the provision regulates. For example, the Term Directive mentions different types or works such as joint works, collective works and anonymous works; for these the general rule for calculating the term of protection cannot be applied, so special rules were needed.

There is no indication, however, that by giving special calculation rules the legislator intended to harmonize notions of collaborative works. The most recent change to the Term Directive confirms this reading. For co-written musical works, a new calculation rule was added in 2011, precisely because in some jurisdictions musical compositions with lyrics are treated as a joint work, whereas in others they are viewed as separate works. This can lead to differences in the term of protection for songs. Under the old rule, for example, the musical compositions of George Gershwin (d. 1937) would have become public domain in the UK and the Netherlands around 2008, while the lyrics by brother Ira (d.1983) remained in copyright. In these countries, lyrics and composition are viewed as separate works, not as a joint work. Obviously, if there was such a thing as a harmonized concept of a ‘joint work’, a special term rule for co-written music would be superfluous.

In the area of applied arts, EU design law clearly recognizes that although design protection and co-
Copyright protection are cumulative, the requirements for protection under copyright are a matter for Member States. As recently as 2002 the Community legislator expressly provided that the standard of originality for copyright in works of applied art remains a matter for Member States to determine (Community Design Regulation Art. 96; similar in Art. 17 Design Directive). The Flos judgment of January 2011 throws up many questions about the effect of this provision (see discussion below at para 5.1.2).

22 The Resale Right Directive grants visual artists the right to a share in each sale of an artwork. It therefore contains a very particular reference to the subject matter it covers: the resale right exists for certain categories of ‘art’, namely ‘original works of graphic or plastic art’ made by the artist, as either a unique artefact or in a limited edition. Finally, in the Information Society Directive and other directives there are some very general references to ‘the work’. Arguably this is to distinguish it from other protected subject matter that the directive also covers in the related rights area (rights of performers, etc.).

23 From this overview it seems clear that policy makers and legislators essentially did not give much thought to the constitutive requirements of copyright subject matter. The ‘work’ and its categories were generally not seen as concepts requiring a uniform EU interpretation, other than for software and databases. A similar chequered picture can be drawn for that other pivotal concept in copyright: the notion of author. The acquis communautaire has very little to say about who qualifies as (co-)author or initial owner of copyright, beyond some provisions for software, databases and film.

D. Works in the Court of Justice’s case law: Infopaq, BSA, FA Premier League and Painer

24 So what has happened? How do we find ourselves in a situation where – as a matter of EU law, it seems – a harmonized originality standard is upon us? The reactions on the Infopaq judgment were still quite mixed in terms of what its impact would be. But the subsequent BSA ruling on the scope of the Computer Programs Directive brought home that the Court of Justice is actually extending the ‘author’s own intellectual creation’ test from the Software and Database Directive to other areas. What is more, BSA also confirmed that the Court of Justice is moving towards a harmonized concept of ‘the work of authorship’. The Football Association Premier League (FAPL aka Murphy) judgment on broadcasting of sports eventstows this line. In the former judgment the Court considered the subsistence of copyright in photographs under the Term Directive, but with reference to its earlier ‘work’ judgments. To help the analysis of the readings and criticisms the four judgments have evoked, a short reminder of the cases and the principal findings of the court are in order.

1. Infopaq: Reproduction in part of newspaper articles

25 The questions asked by the referring Danish court in Infopaq concerned the interpretation of the reproduction right of Article 2 Information Society Directive and the exemption for acts of transient or temporary copying of Article 5.

26 Infopaq is a media monitoring and analysis business that provides customers with tailor-made summaries or snippets of newspaper and journal articles. The company digitizes print newspapers by scanning them. It then runs customized searches and stores the hits on a search term with surrounding words. The search results are then mailed to the customers. The judgment contains an example of what they would report back, in this case to a customer who is interested in the company TDC, the largest Danish telecom company:

4 November 2005 – Dagbladet Arbejderen, page 3:

TDC: 73% ‘a forthcoming sale of the telecommunications group TDC which is expected to be bought’.

27 To determine whether (combinations of) such quotes constitute reproduction in part within the meaning of Article 2 Information Society Directive, the Court asked itself this preliminary question: To what subject matter does the reproduction right apply? According to Article 2, the short answer is ‘works’. For copyright lawyers this is obvious shorthand for works of literature and art in a broad sense, to be distinguished from the other subject matter of related rights (in broadcasts, records, performances, first fixations of films) for which the reproduction right also exists. This is so obvious that we may overlook the possibility that to the non-specialized Court, the reproduction right of Article 2 Information Society Directive ‘for authors, of their works’ requires elaboration. Maybe that is why the Court set out to arrive at a more extensive answer.

28 It first lists what it considers to be the relevant international and EU law. The TRIPS Agreement is relevant because by approving this agreement, the EU obliged itself to comply with Article 2 Berne Convention as it elaborates which productions count as works of literature. It also lists the provisions on subject matter of the Computer Programs, Database and Term Directives. It then concludes that ‘[c]opyright...
For newspaper articles—the type of text at issue here—the Court says that since individual words are not copyrightable, ‘[i]t is only through the choice, sequence and combination of those words that the author may express his creativity in an original manner and achieve a result which is an intellectual creation’. It then addresses whether short extracts of the kind made by Infopaq constitute reproductions in part under Article 2 Information Society Directive (consideration 47):

That being so, given the requirement of a broad interpretation of the scope of the protection conferred by Article 2 of Directive 2001/29, the possibility may not be ruled out that certain isolated sentences, or even certain parts of sentences in the text in question, may be suitable for conveying to the reader the originality of a publication such as a newspaper article, by communicating to that reader an element which is, in itself, the expression of the intellectual creation of the author of that article. Such sentences or parts of sentences are, therefore, liable to come within the scope of the protection provided for in Article 2(a) of that directive.

II. BSA: Graphic User Interface as protected subject matter

Indisputably, to be able to say something about when there is reproduction of a ‘work’—that is, to elucidate the infringement test to be applied—the Court had to go into the work concept at some level. In the BSA case, however, it had to address subject matter head on. The Czech Supreme Court asked whether a computer program’s graphic user interface was part of the protected expression of a computer program within the meaning of the Computer Programs Directive. The case originated in a dispute between the Czech business software alliance, which sought permission from the Czech authorities to act as a collective management organization and secure compensation for the showing of GUI-generated images (e.g. as part of a television program).

The Court—like the Advocate General—rephrased the question as follows: Is ‘the graphic user interface of a computer program ... a form of expression of that program within the meaning of Article 1(2)’ of the Computer Programs Directive? The answer to that question is no, because according to the Court, protected software includes only ‘...the forms of expression of a computer program and the preparatory design work capable of leading, respectively, to the reproduction or the subsequent creation of such a program.’ Since the graphic user interface ‘does not enable the reproduction of that computer program, but merely constitutes one element of that program by means of which users make use of the features of that program’, it is not protected under the Computer Programs Directive. This interpretation of the directive sparked much criticism and further questions.

For our purposes, the most interesting element which arguably caused the most consternation is that the Court did not stop at concluding that GUIs are in principle not protected as software. Instead, it went on to say that ‘it is appropriate to ascertain whether the graphic user interface of a computer program can be protected by the ordinary law of copyright’ by virtue of the Information Society Directive. The Court refers to its Infopaq judgment and opinions that ‘the graphic user interface can, as a work, be protected by copyright if it is its author’s own intellectual creation.’

III. Football Association Premier League: Infringement test for reproduction

Questions on copyright subsistence at first glance are incidental to what the Football Association Premier League (FAPL) joined cases are about. The central issue was whether the Premier League et al. could enforce its territorial licensing system for broadcasts of football matches, and prevent English pubs from showing matches using a foreign satellite decoder card rather than one from a supplier authorized for the UK. Murphy used Greek decoder cards in her pub and was prosecuted for infringement of the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988. This penalizes the reception of unauthorized transmissions. The Football Association and others also brought claims for infringement in the civil courts against Q.C. Leisure and others for supplying pubs in the UK with non-UK decoder cards. The administrative court before which Murphy appealed her conviction and the court seized with the civil action made preliminary references to the CJEU.

Much of the dispute turned on the free movement of goods and the freedom to provide services and on EU broadcasting law, specifically the two directives that regulate inter alia television broadcasting services: the Television without Frontiers Directive (revamped as Audiovisual Media Services Directive) and the Conditional Access Directive.

The copyright questions that were asked—like those in Infopaq—concerned primarily the scope of the reproduction right and the exemption for transient or incidental copying in the Information Society Directive. The communication right also comes into play, but the judgment on this issue is of less relevance from the work perspective I am interested in here. The referring court had to determine under UK
In a judgment that runs to almost 100 pages, the English civil court gives a detailed analysis of the production of televised football matches and the potential types of protected subject matter involved to which the football association (rather than broadcasters) holds rights. The coverage is produced in a series of stages. The broadcasters film the football match using twenty or more cameras that also record ambient sound. These video and audio streams are edited ‘live’ into a feed that is relayed for further production to an off-site company that adds logos, video sequences, on-screen graphics (bars showing player or team names, yellow cards, etc.), music and English commentary. The resulting signal is transmitted by satellite to the foreign broadcaster who can add its logo and commentary before sending the re-encrypted signals to the audience.

Judge Kitchin found that various elements embodied in the Premier League match coverage attracted copyright or related rights. It is worth noting that the distinction between copyright works and related rights subject matter that is commonly made in the laws of most Member States (and the EU directives) is not as clearly present in UK law. Notably, the UK’s Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 uses the term ‘film’ to mean audio-visual recording, which in other jurisdictions corresponds to the related right of producers in first fixations of films. The ‘cinematographic work’ is known in other jurisdictions as a category of works of authorship, but is not a category as such under UK law. In Norwizian v Arks, however, the Court of Appeal accepted that in principle a film can be considered a dramatic work under the CDPA.

The parties agreed that copyright exists in certain graphics such as logos (as artistic works) and in the Premier League theme music (‘anthem’, as a musical work). The sound recording of the anthem was protected as such (‘a related’ right in EU-speak). So were various pieces of film, such as highlights of previous matches as well as the video streams captured from the 20+ cameras used. As far as I understand it, the ‘film copyrights’ refer primarily to related rights in the audio-visual recordings, not to copyright in films as dramatic works.

The referring court did not ask what the preconditions are for copyright or related rights to exist in (elements of) the televised football matches under EU intellec-tual property directives. It just wanted to know whether the Information Society Directive allowed it to apply a national infringement test or an EU one. In the UK the reproduction of a work or other protected subject matter is infringing if it involves copying a ‘substantial part’, either qualitatively or quantitatively. Was this test to be applied, or does the Information Society Directive prescribe a different one? Kitchin J asked, ‘If it is a matter of interpretation of Article 2 of Directive 2001/29/EC, should the national court consider all of the fragments of each work as a whole, or only the limited number of fragments which exist at any point in time? If the latter, what test should the national court apply to the question of whether the works have been reproduced in part within the meaning of that Article?’

The Court of Justice rephrases the question thus:

By this question, the referring court asks, in essence, whether Article 2(a) of the Copyright Directive must be interpreted as meaning that the reproduction right extends to the creation of transient sequential fragments of the works within the memory of a satellite decoder and on a television screen which are immediately effaced and replaced by the next fragments. In this context, the referring court is uncertain, in particular, whether it must conduct its appraisal by reference to all the fragments as a whole or only by reference to those which exist at a given moment.

It then answers it by repeating its finding in Infopaq, that the reproduction right must be ‘given an autonomous and uniform interpretation’. It also repeats that the reproduction right applies to works – that is, ‘subject-matter which is its author’s own intellectual creation’ – and that the reproduction right protects against copying in part, if the copied parts contain elements that are the expression of the intellectual creation of the author of the work.

With respect to the sub-question about the test for reproduction in part, the Court opines as follows:

This means that the unit composed of the fragments reproduced simultaneously and therefore existing at a given moment should be examined in order to determine whether it contains such elements. If it does, it must be classified as partial reproduction. In this regard, it is not relevant whether a work is reproduced by means of linear fragments which may have an ephemeral existence because they are immediately effaced in the course of a technical process.

With its focus on copying elements that reflect originality, the test the Court lays down can only apply to copyright works. This raises the question of the autonomous test(s) the Court will develop for the related rights subject matter covered by Article 2: broadcasts, performances, sound recordings and first fixations of film. The answer it gives in FAPL will not be of much use to the English courts, bearing in mind that the referring court’s question was about frames of digital video and audio that form part of various types of protected productions.

The infringement test for copyright works is not crystal clear either. The first leg of the answer says not to take all the copied fragments together, but
only those that 'exist at a given moment' (which immediately raises the obvious question: what unit of time is relevant—seconds, nanoseconds, attoseconds?). The second leg could be read to imply that all copied fragments must be considered, in which case the Court contradicts itself. Or it just stresses that temporary copies are reproductions, which makes it a superfluous statement. The text of Article 2 Information Society Directive expressly includes all manner of temporary reproductions. In turn, of course, this explains why the exemption for transient copying in Article 5(1) was needed. A third and most plausible reading is that the Court makes clear it embraces a highly technical interpretation of copying, which basically means that any communication that involves digital equipment triggers the reproduction right.

In the event, the transient copying exemption brings relief. The Court considered the reception of the broadcast signals and the embedded content as a lawful use and any transient copying going on in the decoder and on the television screen met the relevant criteria for Article 5(1) to apply.

It is remarkable nonetheless that the Court of Justice glosses over the variety of protected subject matter involved and treats the question as if it concerned the reproduction of one copyright work of authorship. The Court set itself up on that train of thought earlier in the judgment, where it considered whether the CDPAs provisions which protect right holders against foreign decoder devices is compatible with the freedom to provide services in the internal market (Art. 56 TFEU). The protection of intellectual property rights can after all justify a restriction on the freedom to provide services.

In the analysis it simplified the intellectual property question, and in the process shed more light on what it considers to be a copyright work. The Court reasoned that FAPL cannot claim copyright in the Premier League matches themselves, as they cannot be classified as works under the Infopaq test. It arrives at this conclusion by reasoning that sporting events are not intellectual creations within the meaning of the Information Society Directive: ‘That applies in particular to football matches, which are subject to rules of the game, leaving no room for creative freedom for the purposes of copyright.’

The implications of this view on copyright works, which seems to conflate an originality standard with the work concept, are discussed in more detail below. What is important to note at this stage is that in FAPL, the Court seems to affirm its position in B3A, which is that the Information Society Directive operates on the basis of a harmonized concept of the work of authorship.

What is also remarkable in FAPL is that the Court does not stop at dismissing sports events as copyright works—not a necessary statement to answer the referring court’s intellectual property questions—but muses on potential alternative protection under domestic law: ‘sporting events, as such, have a unique and, to that extent, original character which can transform them into subject-matter that is worthy of protection comparable to the protection of works, and that protection can be granted, where appropriate, by the various domestic legal orders.’ An open invitation to Member States if ever there was one. At the same time, it implies that the harmonization of related rights has resulted in only narrow exclusive competence of the EU legislature. This is quite the opposite from the scarce room the Court seems to allocate to domestic copyright laws.

IV. Painer: Reproduction of a photograph

As in Infopaq and Football Association Premier League, the referring court—Austrian this time—sought elucidation on the scope of the reproduction right of Article 2 Information Society Directive in relation to exempt uses under Article 5. This time the dispute was over the adaptation and use of portrait photos. In the case at hand, a freelance photographer from Austria had made a series of portrait photos of a six-year-old girl at a nursery school. The girl was later abducted. The Austrian authorities released some of the photos that the photographer had given to the parents and police. At some point the father commissioned a graphic designer to make a Photofit (a facial composite) of one of the portraits, showing what his daughter would look like now. After eight horrific years in captivity the girl managed to escape. It was a major news item across Europe. Lacking current photos, the defendant newspapers published the old ones. The photographer had neither been asked for permission nor credited.

The photographer brought various actions in Austrian courts against newspapers and the graphic designer. In these disputes it was hotly debated to what extent the photos were protected under German and Austrian copyright law. The proceedings that led to a preliminary reference were against five newspapers established in Austria and Germany. The referring court did not ask about standards for subsistence of copyright. Rather, its principal copyright questions concerned the interpretation of the limitations for quotations and for use in the interest of public security (Art. 5(3)(d) and (e) Information Society Directive). It further asked if ‘…Article 1(1) of Directive 2001/29 in conjunction with Article 5(5) thereof and Article 12 of the Berne Convention, particularly [in the light of the fundamental right to respect for property] to be interpreted as meaning
that photographic works and/or photographs, particularly portrait photos, are afforded ‘weaker’ copyright protection or no copyright protection at all against adaptations [my italics] because, in view of their ‘realistic image’, the degree of formative freedom is too minor?

52 What is important to note is that with this last question, the Austrian court is second-guessing the Austrian Supreme Court’s earlier findings about the Photofit, in a separate action for injunctive relief against the graphic designer. The Supreme Court held that the Photofit was not an adaptation of the source photo but a new, independent work (‘Freibenützung’). The end result was too far removed from the portrait photo. The source portrait does meet the modest originality criterion required for copyright protection under Austrian law. But considering the limited creative possibilities when making a portrait photo, the resulting protection is narrow: ‘the stronger the individuality of the source work, the more removed must be the creation it inspired for it not to be regarded as an unauthorized adaptation, and vice versa’ (case 40b170/07i).

53 For the sake of argument, let us assume that all adaptations are a species of reproduction and therefore come within the exclusive reproduction right of Article 2 Information Society Directive. What the Austrian Supreme Court says then seems to be consistent with the CJEU’s reasoning in Infopaq on reproduction in part: only if the part reproduced expresses the author’s own intellectual creation does the reproduction right come into play. Unauthorized copying is about copying what is original.

54 But in the proceedings on the merits, the parties disagreed fiercely on the OGH’s reading, so much that the Landgericht Wien thought it wise to make the preliminary reference. Its question may not be the most aptly phrased. Arguably, the fact that the question is not phrased in terms of Article 2 signals that the court does not consider the right to authorize adaptations to be subsumed in the right to authorize reproduction. Why else would it have opted to ask only about Article 1 Information Society Directive and Article 12 Berne Convention? The latter provides for a right to authorize adaptations, albeit only for foreign authors and works from other Berne states. Article 1 Information Society Directive merely indicates the general scope of the directive and contains no substantive norms as such. Article 5(5) mirrors the three-step test for limitations laid down in Articles 9 Berne Convention, 10 WCT and 16 WPPT.

55 On any reading, and especially considering the preceding questions on the exemptions for quotations and public security uses, the Austrian court seems squarely focussed on the scope of protection. The Court of Justice, however, follows the Advocate General (who may have been taking his cue from the submissions made by the Commission and the Austrian government) and rephrases the question completely by turning to the Term Directive 93/98. As we have seen above, Article 6 of the latter harmonizes the standard for protection of photographs as copyright works. The CJEU posits that the Austrian court must be understood as asking, in essence, whether Article 6 of Directive 93/98 must be interpreted as meaning that a portrait photograph can, under that provision, be protected by copyright and, if so, whether, because of the allegedly too minor degree of creative freedom such photographs can offer, that protection, particularly as regards the regime governing reproduction of works provided for in Article 2(a) of Directive 2001/29, is inferior to that enjoyed by other works, particularly photographic works.

56 Not surprisingly, the CJEU concludes with reference to Infopaq and Football Association that in principle, portrait photographs can be copyrighted. The author’s own intellectual creation of Infopaq is invoked alongside recital 17 of the Term Directive on Article 6; thus ‘an intellectual creation is an author’s own if it reflects the author’s personality’. That can be achieved if ‘the author was able to express his creative abilities in the production of the work by making free and creative choices’. For example, these choices can relate to pose, framing, angle, lighting and atmosphere, but also the use of developing techniques and ‘post production’ (Photoshop). ‘By making those various choices, the author of a portrait photograph can stamp the work created with his “personal touch”’. The Court concludes that ‘consequently, as regards a portrait photograph, the freedom available to the author to exercise his creative abilities will not necessarily be minor or even non-existent.’

57 Is it significant that the Court refers to Infopaq and Football Association but not BSA? In other words, does Painer confirm the existence of a common originality standard for all types of works, or are software (and databases) still to be regarded separately? The latter does not seem likely, since as we have seen the Infopaq standard is borrowed from the Computer Programs Directive, Database Directive as well as from the Term Directive on photographs. In Football Dataco the Court keeps its analysis strictly to Article 3 Database Directive and not to other ‘work’ provisions, but it does refer to all the above judgments in elaborating the criterion of originality of the Database Directive. This again suggests a common standard. The more elaborate standard for all works would then be an intellectual creation of the author ‘reflecting his personality and expressing his free and creative choices in its production’. Presumably, the shorthand for this is: ‘personal touch stamp’.

58 On the scope of protection, the Court goes on to say that ‘nothing in Directive 2001/29 or in any other directive applicable in this field supports the view that the extent of such protection should depend on pos-
sible differences in the degree of creative freedom in the production of various categories of works'. Therefore, as regards a portrait photograph, the protection conferred by Article 2(a) of Directive 2001/29 cannot be inferior to that enjoyed by other works, including other photographic works.

Like the English court before it in Football Association, the referring Austrian court will probably not have much use for this answer in deciding whether the reproduction right was actually infringed. Analogous application of the Infopaq infringement standard for reproduction in part—only the taking of elements that contribute towards the original character of the copied work is relevant for a finding of reproduction—will get it further. And arguably, in the same place as its Supreme Court.

E. Readings

With the exception of the BSA case, in none of the preliminary references procedures treated here do the primary questions directly concern constitutive requirements of the copyright work. The Court’s apparent construction of an EU-wide work standard is arguably the most controversial outcome of the cases, however. In this section, the focus is on how the ‘work’ judgments have been received in copyright doctrine in various jurisdictions. The predominant types of readings can be grouped in two broad categories. The first are positivist-comparative: they attempt to establish and clarify what is now the positive European law, and to what extent particular domestic copyright laws comply with post-Infopaq standards. The second are methodological-critical: they zoom in on the methods the Court uses to forge European copyright law in relation to its role as the ultimate authority on the interpretation of EU law.

I. Positivist-comparative readings

The initial reactions to a court’s judgment predictably ask two questions: Does the court say anything new? Do domestic courts need to revisit their normal approach? Especially Infopaq and BSA have elicited comments which in essence revolve around these two questions. Three readings stand out, treated here in ascending order of magnitude in terms of ramifications for domestic copyright laws. The first is that the Court of Justice recognizes that copyright may exist in very short works. The third is that the Court of Justice has not just set an originality standard, but has established that the subject matter of copyright is equally harmonized as a domain through ‘intellectual creation’ as an open-ended concept covering all conceivable types of authored matter.

1. Short works

In Infopaq, the Court holds (consideration 47) that ‘the possibility may not be ruled out that certain isolated sentences, or even certain parts of sentences in the text in question, may be suitable for conveying to the reader the originality of a publication such as a newspaper article, by communicating to that reader an element which is, in itself, the expression of the intellectual creation of the author of that article…’ According to a number of commentators, this consideration means that under EU law, very short works can attract copyright.  

An alternative—and I think a more convincing reading—is that the Court, engaged as it is in infringement analysis, merely expresses the generally accepted view that the taking of unprotected elements of a text does not count towards a finding of infringement of the reproduction right. In other words, there is a threshold: no quantitative amount of copying constitutes a partial reproduction; what matters is the quality of what is copied. I would equally argue that the Court’s careful phrasing ‘that the possibility may not be ruled out’ that reproduction of isolated sentences constitutes a reproduction in part (in a qualitative sense) indicated that this will not readily be the case, especially in informational texts as opposed to fiction.

That we should view the Infopaq considerations on parts of sentences reflecting originality—as is, counting as elements protected against reproduction—is also in keeping with the later Football Association judgment. This also is much focused on what the right infringement test is for Article 2 Information Society Directive, and not at all on the protectability of audio-visual and sound fragments as independent works, a key issue in the national proceedings.

Hobson observed that the wording used in Infopaq does not permit the distinction between subsistence (and therefore qualification for protection) and infringement. But this is only true on the view that the Court equates a part of a text which is capable of conveying the original character of the text as a whole, as a part that for that reason constitutes an original intellectual creation—that is, a copyright work in its own right. To be sure, there is no point in having a right against ‘partial’ reproduction if the test is whether the something that is copied independently qualifies as a work of authorship. After all, there would then be a full reproduction of the latter and not a partial one.

I am not convinced that the ECJ in Infopaq must be understood as saying that as a matter of EU law, co-
The more common opinion indeed is that in Infopaq and BSA the Court has made the ‘author’s own intellectual creation’ a uniform standard that displaces local deviating ones. What is more, it also seems generally accepted –though grudgingly by many commentators – that the standard applies to all categories of works. The one possible exception could be for applied arts, since as was noted above the Design Directive and Design Regulation explicitly recognize that originality standards are a domestic affair. Article 9 of the Information Society Directive itself states it is without prejudice to provisions on design rights.

But here the Court’s judgment in Flos casts doubt on how much discretion actually remains for individual Member States to set the preconditions of copyright protection for design (usually categorized as applied arts). The question put before the Court concerned the interpretation of Article 17 Design Directive, on the accumulation of copyright protection and design protection for registered designs. The Court holds that in that case it also makes clear that no ex ante restriction must be lowered. Some doubt is also
Benabou also sees a danger in the Infopaq standard, where the Court concludes that even if the parts (individual words) are unprotected, their selection, arrangement and combination can be. This exporting of the criterion of the Database Directive (and Art. 2(5) BC) to other genres could in her view signify an unwelcome ‘reductionist’ view of the work, which in turn leads to less protection against the copying of parts than is currently available under French law.46

In German doctrine, opinion remains divided on whether the ‘own intellectual creation’ standard of the Computer Programs Directive and Database Directive is the same as the personal creation standard of 2(2) German Copyright as applied to ‘kleine Münze’.47 Also, various authors have drawn attention to the potential impact on the higher standards applied in Germany for functional texts, for example. All comments predate Painer, however, and it is conceivable that commentators would reach a different conclusion about the level of creativity required considering the Court’s choice of words in Painer (‘personal touch’).

Some authors analyse the originality standard of Infopaq in terms of the objective or subjective nature of the test. The difference between an objective and subjective test of originality is essentially presented as the requirement that a work should originate from the author – i.e. not be copied – versus a requirement that the work shows the imprint or personal stamp of the maker. The Court’s judgments are viewed through this lens by Belgian scholars, with mixed conclusions. Michaux argues that the Infopaq criterion of ‘author’s own intellectual creation’ can be read as an objective criterion, especially in light of the legislative history of the Computer Programs Directive and the Database Directive, but also as a subjective one that maps better with the more common standard in Belgium.48 Brison estimates that the Court seems to have abandoned an objective approach in favour of a subjective one by making the expression of creativity a central element.

The distinction seems inspired by a fairly schematic view of Anglo-Saxon versus continental European notions of originality. In the UK, of course, the relevant criterion is that not only must the work originate from the author (not be copied), it must also involve some labour, skill or independent judgment. In the Netherlands, the Supreme Court articulated a test that also contains ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ elements: a work must originate from the author (‘eigen, oorspronkelijkwerk’) and bear the personal stamp of the author. The latter requirement is very modest and does not seem to differ much from similar worded requirements in French and Belgian case law, and also appears to be close to the German kleine Münze notion that to be a personal intellectual creation, there must be a minimum degree of ‘Gestaltungshöhe’.

3. Generalized concept of work of authorship

Commentators are in broad agreement that the Court holds it a matter of European law that there is such a thing as a generalized work concept (‘the author’s own intellectual creation’). After Infopaq, the notion could still be entertained that at most the Court had set a standard for literary works. But when the Court held in BSA that a graphic user interface can be a work ‘under the ordinary law of copyright’ (as opposed to under the Computer Programs Directive), the conclusion seemed inescapable: no freedom remains for Member States to condition which subject matter warrants copyright protection. The Football Association judgment confirms this reading.

Three lines of criticism predominate. One is that the European legislature never intended to harmonize the work of authorship across the board. The Court should therefore have left it to Member States to determine the preconditions of copyright protection, in compliance with the relevant international and European norms. It was, in other words, not proper for the Court to generalize the standards set for software, databases and original photographs by giving the term ‘works’ of Articles 2 and 3 Information Society Directive an autonomous interpretation. More is said on this point below.

A second criticism is that the ‘author’s own intellectual creation’ as used by the Court is not actually a complete work standard. The Court fails to distinguish between originality as a constitutive standard and other requirements.49 At most, what the Court really does in Infopaq is elaborate that originality means a certain level of creativity is evident in the work. This does not tell us what – if any – other preconditions need to be met for subject matter to be copyrighted. In BSA and Football Association, the conflation of originality and work is even more apparent.

In BSA the Court ponders whether a graphic user interface is protected by ‘ordinary’ copyright. It makes a blanket reference to the criterion of Infopaq but sheds no light at all on where to draw the domain boundaries of these ‘intellectual creations’, artistic, literary, or otherwise. Worse still is the argument in BSA. There the Court basically reasons that a foot-
Originality understood as the result of creative activity is only one factor in the work equation. The creative form must bear on the right kind of production, a domain which in the Berne Convention is broadly described as ‘every production in the literary, scientific and artistic domain’. In addition, we only call something a work if it is either expressed in a manner perceptible to the senses (continental copyright laws) or fixed in some form (Anglo-Saxon tradition). If the Court is on a road to truly harmonized concept of a work of authorship, it will have to address these criteria as well. The differences among Member States with respect to the (often controversial) copyright status of food design, perfumes, conversations, fashion shows, and conceptual art suggest it will be difficult to construct a work notion on the basis of the existing directives. But the Court will also have to elaborate, for example, to what extent government information is copyrighted, or whether quasi-copyright such as the Dutch non-original writings protection (geschrevenbescherming) is consistent European copyright law. References to the Berne Convention, TRIPs, and WIPO Copyright Treaty cannot truly help settle such questions, a matter elaborated upon below.

A third criticism is that if the Court indeed means to say that as a matter of European law, there is such a thing as a generalized work concept, it causes an acute problem for those jurisdictions that have a closed list system. The Irish and British copyright clearly operate with a limited number of work categories, and if a particular creation does not fit within the definition of any of them, there is no copyright in it. Not surprisingly, we find the fiercest criticism of Infopaq and BSA in the UK. Either the existing work categories must be opened up to different types of creation, or the notion of a closed list must be abandoned altogether.

II. Methodological-critical readings

1. Rephrasing questions

The preliminary reference procedure of Article 267 TFEU is the primary mechanism through which uniform interpretation of EU copyright law is achieved. The initiative lies with the courts of Member States, for they decide to refer questions to the CJEU. Under Article 267 TFEU, an obligation exists for the domestic court of final resort (with an option for lower courts) to refer to the CJEU when a decision on a question of EU law is necessary to enable it to pass judgment in the case before it. Such an obligation does not exist when the question of EU law has already been answered by the Court of Justice, or is ‘acteclair’. But the standard for acteclair is high: the domestic court must establish ‘that the correct application of Community law is so obvious as to leave no scope for any reasonable doubt’. The Court in principle has to answer to every request for a preliminary ruling, and will rarely find that a request is inadmissible. In Padawan/SGAE it clarified that the alleged inapplicability of the Information Society Directive on the ground that it provides for only minimum harmonization is not a matter of admissibility but of substance. Where it concerns admissibility, ‘there is a presumption of relevance in favour of questions on the interpretation of Community law referred by a national court, and it is a matter for the national court to define, and not for the Court to verify, in which factual and legislative context they operate’. That is not to say that the Court will answer the questions as posed. As we have seen clearly in Painer and BSA, it is not uncommon for the Court to rephrase them.

In the context of the preliminary reference procedure, the court cannot itself apply Community law or judge a provision of national law by reference to
EU law. Its task is to ‘provide the national court with an interpretation of Community law which may be useful to it in assessing the effects of that [national] provision’. To be able to do that, it has the liberty to rephrase questions if they have been ‘improperly’ formulated, or to go beyond the scope of the powers conferred on the Court of Justice under its preliminary reference jurisdiction. In those cases, ‘the Court is free to extract from all the factors provided by the national court and in particular from the statement of grounds contained in the reference, the elements of Community law requiring an interpretation …having regard to the subject-matter of the dispute’.

Were questions improperly formulated in the copy-right cases discussed here? Vousden argues that in BSA, the Court preloaded the key question – ‘Is a graphic user interface part of the expression of a computer program?’ – (to which the answer might possibly have been yes), by turning it into ‘Is a graphic user a form of expression of a computer program?’ (to which the answer is more obviously no). In the Painer case, the questions of the referring court were squarely on the scope of protection for photographs under the Information Society Directive in light of international copyright norms. The Court, however, rephrased them into a question on constitutive requirements: When is a photograph an original work under the Term Directive?

In neither case did the referring court obviously formulate its questions improperly, or ask the Court for the interpretation of international norms beyond its powers (more on these below). So from the perspective of the ‘cooperation’ mechanism between national courts and the EU court that Article 267 TFEU regulates, it is indeed hard to see why the Court did not stick with the original questions. From the outside looking into the Court’s kitchen, it is difficult to ascertain why it rephrases questions that are not formulated properly enough to answer. One likely explanation is that it enables the Court to arrive at an interpretation of directives that creates a more ‘coherent’ system of European copyright law.

Here we enter the realm of methods used by the Court to construct Community law. It is far beyond the scope of this article to query all the various methods of interpretation (legal-historical, textual/grammatical, teleological/purpose-oriented, etc.) the Court applies or could apply in intellectual property cases. But the principle of autonomous interpretation deserves some scrutiny. Much of the criticism levelled against the Court concerns its expansionist attitude, which shows first and foremost in how it opts for autonomous interpretation of terms and concepts in the directives.

2. Autonomous interpretation

As was discussed above, a common reading and criticism of Infoaq and BSA is that in these cases the Court generalized a very specific standard of originality and made it a Community standard for all work categories, even going beyond that to also Europeanize the work of authorship. The Court did so by deciding that protected subject matter (‘works’) requires autonomous interpretation.

The principle of autonomous interpretation is an important tool for the Court to ensure uniform application of Community law. In its earlier case law, the ECJ seemed to accept more readily that instruments could contain both explicit and implicit references to domestic law, but in subsequent cases, room for the latter diminished. Today it appears that autonomous interpretation is the default, and that if the legislature means for a provision or term to refer back to national law, it must make this explicit. And indeed, in recent years the Court has reiterated this principle in SENA, SGAE and Infoaq. In the latter case, the Court stressed that autonomous interpretation is ‘of particular importance with respect to Directive 2001/29, in the light of the wording of recitals 6 [averting further fragmentation of national laws] and 21 [need for a broad definition of exclusive rights] in the preamble to that directive’. So far, of course, copyright directives seldom contain explicit references to national copyright law.

Logically one would think that autonomous interpretation can only be used to give a Community-wide meaning to legal concepts that are within the scope of a directive. It is here that many commentators take issue with the Court. Some argue that is was wrong to take the lower standard of Database and Computer Programs Directives as informing the ‘work’ in the Information Society Directive. Others point out that if the Court had left Member States more room to interpret the reproduction right, it would not have needed to interpret what the object of protection exactly is. But most (also) argue, simply put, that the legislature did not intend to harmonize the work concept, so the Court has no business labelling it as a Community-wide notion. By seizing on the occurrence of the word ‘works’ in Article 2 Information Society Directive, mingling it with work definitions for specific categories in earlier directives and tying it up with notions of subject matter in the Berne Convention and other treaties, the Court has of course done just that.

This brings out the complex relationship between the level and kind of harmonization pursued at the legislative stages of each instrument on the one hand, and the methods used by the Court to attach a uniform meaning to legal concepts once instruments have become law. The Court’s mantra is that ‘in interpreting a provision of European Union law it
is necessary to consider not only its wording but also the context in which it occurs and the objectives pursued by the rules of which it is part. Here is surely a recognition of different interpretative methods: textual, purposive/teleological, and systematic.

But in reality, the Court seems to focus primarily on recitals to construct objectives and underlying principles, so it still engages in a textual interpretation more than anything else. It also does not consider the wider preparatory materials for purposive interpretation, nor is it prone to engage in legal-historical analysis. Unilateral statements made by Member States in the Council, for example, cannot be used to interpret a directive. Nor do Commission Green Papers or Staff Working Papers seem to matter.

On the other hand, to arrive at an interpretation the Court does look to other directives in the field. From a viewpoint of systematic interpretation and coherence of Community law, this is a necessary thing to do. But it can also suggest links where no relevant ones exist. For example, take the consideration in Painer, where the Court says that ‘nothing in Directive 2001/29 or in any other directive applicable in this field supports the view that the extent of such protection [for photographs against reproduction] should depend on possible differences in the degree of creative freedom in the production of various categories of works.’ What are the other applicable directives, one might ask? The term is about just that: duration. It is silent on the scope of exclusive rights and limitations. No general reproduction right existed for authors before the Information Society Directive. The scope of rights in the Computer Programs Directive and the Database Directive necessarily concerns only those categories of works. So why consider all these earlier directives?

It is fair to say that the Court has a very strong focus on textual interpretation of the acts themselves. As a result, a key feature of the harmonization process may get lost in translation: the piecemeal approximation of laws as a direct consequence of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, which necessarily results in a mix and match of varying harmonization standards. Harmonization measures can be full or partial (excluding certain issues), lay down minimum or maximum norms (level of protection), and concern mandatory or optional rules (e.g. with respect to limitations). If autonomous interpretation is the norm, and the sacrosanct high level of protection (recital 9 Information Society Directive) becomes a regular fixture in the Court’s assessment, it should come as no surprise if full, minimum and mandatory readings win out.

There is also the danger that what a majority of Member States held to be self-evident (e.g. that the Computer Programs Directive contains no uniform criteria for establishing when a production other than software is a copyright work) does not show in the instrument and therefore has no bearing on the interpretation of the Court. If the Court would answer the call for more consideration of the historical background of provisions of Community law, it might conclude with respect to the work of authorship that it is a matter for Member States to specify preconditions for protection on the basis of the following narrative:

The obvious explanation for why the directives — with the exception, of course, of the Computer Programs and Database Directives and the Term Directive on photographs — do not concern themselves with specifying what copyright-protected subject matter is, is that this was not an area where differences among Member States were considered pressing problems from an internal market perspective. Hard cases were not something the EC needed to deal with unless they involved significant industries. The computer industry and the budding database industries of the 1980s were a case in point.

Equally important, the introduction and approximation of economic rights in the other directives (rental right, lending right, right of communication to the public via cable or satellite broadcasting) took place in the context of protecting classic mainstream media against new forms of exploitation. In other words, there was no reason to debate differences in criteria for the existence of copyright, because the focus was on firmly established work categories such as books, journals, musical compositions, photography and film. A similar argument can be made with respect to the Resale Right Directive, which applies to visual art works existing as a single artefact or made in a limited edition.

Another clue that harmonization of subject matter was generally not on the agenda can be found in the Green Paper of 1995. It led directly to the Information Society Directive but does not identify a problem with diverging standards in work. It unequivocally states that originality is not and need not be a harmonized standard. It does discuss multimedia works as new genre, but it does not expect it will be a problem to protect them under existing laws as they are essentially a mixture of old recognized protected genres.

With respect to the issue of fixation, it is also fair to assume that this was just not an issue. Software, databases or photographs are ‘genres’ of works that are hard to imagine as not fixed in some material form (as opposed to music, poetry, choreography, or lectures, for example, which can be created ‘live’). So the European Commission, as the initiator of legislative proposals, may simply not have flagged it as relevant.
3. Interpretation of international sources

The final strand of criticism I would like to discuss concerns how the Court deals with international law in its construction of harmonized criteria for the protection of copyright works. To put this in perspective, it may be useful to give a short reminder of the competence of the Court to interpret international norms in the context of a preliminary reference procedure.

International agreements concluded by the European Union form an integral part of the EU legal order, and can therefore be the subject of a request for a preliminary ruling. TRIPs, WCT and WPPT are directly binding on the EU, so the Court can give interpretations that bind the Member States (though not the other parties to these treaties, of course). It determines the boundaries between obligations that remain the sole responsibility of Member States and those of the EU. The Court can also interpret the norms of the Berne Convention, at least those laid down in Articles 2-21 BC and appendices, because of the EU’s obligation to comply with them under Article 9 TRIPs and Article 1(4) WCT. Even if an international convention is not binding on the EU (e.g. the Rome Convention of 1961 on related rights), the Court’s role under Article 267 TFEU means it is competent to interpret a convention’s provisions insofar as the European Union has assumed the powers previously exercised by the Member States in the field to which the convention applies.

It is also settled case law that in relations between EU Member States, conventions concluded by Member States with non-member countries cannot be applied to the detriment of the objectives of European Union law. On the other hand, considering the priority of international instruments to which the EU is a party, EU law must be interpreted in accordance with such international norms whenever possible. If it is evident from the objectives of a directive that compliance with an international treaty was a concern, the Court can bring in the relevant norms to arrive at a purposive reading.

In sum, the Court has several avenues through which it can take copyright treaties into account, and its interpretation of them is binding upon Member States. So what are the objections against the approach it takes in its copyright judgments? Not surprisingly, the issue critics take with the Court is not so much that it interprets provisions of the international conventions, but the way it does it and the results it arrives at.

Infopaq draws the most criticism, which can be explained by the fact that although in the other three judgments the Court makes some references to international treaties with respect to protected subject matter, it attaches no independent meaning to them. BSA contains no more than a token reference to Article 10(1) TRIPs Agreement. It obliges the EU and its Member States to protect software whether expressed in source code or in object code as a literary work within the meaning of the BC. The TRIPs Article mirrors the obligation that the EU imposes on its Member States to protect software as literary works (Art. 1(1) Computer Programs Directive). In Football Association, the relevant references to international law are to Article 9(1) TRIPs (obligation to respect Art. 1-21 Berne Convention except for moral rights), and the similar obligation of Article 1(4) WCT. It is only with respect to the scope of the communication to the public right (Art. 3 Information Society Directive) that the Court considers the treaties more closely. Otherwise, the references are to Infopaq. In Painer the Court refers to TRIPs and Article 1(4) of the WIPO Copyright Treaty as a way into the articles of the Berne Convention it deems relevant: the inclusion of photographs in the work list of Article 1, the adaptation right of Article 12, and the right to quote of Article 10(1). With respect to the requirements for protection, it refers to its judgments in Infopaq and Football Association, and it does not elaborate on the Berne Convention’s significance.

Infopaq then is the cornerstone judgment. In it, the Court focuses on Article 2 Berne Convention. It cites the exclusive reproduction right of Article 9 and parts of Article 2, which defines the scope of protec-
The Court can (and does) take into account the standards, the EU and its Member States are free to extend copyright protection to types of works not within the scope of international conventions.\textsuperscript{77}

The Court is also criticized for lifting out the ‘original intellectual creation’ criterion of Article 2(5) BC and treating it as the leading concept. Article 2(5) only deals with collections of works (such as anthologies and not with all databases).\textsuperscript{78} The Court makes no reference in Infopaq to Article 10(2) TRIPs, which, unlike Article 2(5) BC, is not limited to collections of works.\textsuperscript{79} In the recent Football Dataco judgment, which is all about protection of football fixtures lists as databases by copyright,\textsuperscript{80} the Court on the other hand refers to Article 10 TRIPs and Article 5 WCT, but not at all to the Berne Convention. Whatever the explicit international sources the Court uses, it is not clear to me why the standards for databases as agreed in TRIPs and the WCT should be generalized to all types of works. It is also noted that although the exclusion of news of the day is listed among the relevant provisions of international law, the Court actually pays no further attention to it when it elaborates the standard for protection.\textsuperscript{81}

Finally, Vousden is of the opinion that on closer inspection the Court does not actually apply provisions from the international treaties, even though that is what it says it does, but rather takes its inspiration from French and German copyright doctrine.\textsuperscript{82} Heinze, on the other hand, wonders whether BSA shows signs of incorporating the merger doctrine known from US law.\textsuperscript{83} All in all then, commentators are not particularly impressed with the way the Court looks to international norms to construct a Europeanized notion of the copyright work. But perhaps the Court will be asked to revisit the line of reasoning it took in Infopaq in one of the undoubtedly many more requests for preliminary references to come.

F. Further down the road

Little has been written about the characteristics and role of the preliminary reference procedure in shaping European copyright law. After twenty years of harmonization, it seems odd to say that the interpretation of the copyright directives through preliminary references is only now coming up to steam. Yet this is what a short survey on the growth of preliminary reference procedures shows.

I. Growing numbers of preliminary references

If we take a closer look at the number of preliminary references brought before the Court, we can distinguish two periods: the decade from the implemen-
A quick and dirty check of the number of copyright cases before the Court of Justice indicates that prior to 2003 roughly twenty cases had been lodged and resulted in judgments. Of these, about half were not concerned with the interpretation of provisions in directives but were about copyright in relation to the free flow of goods and services or abuse of a dominant position in the internal market (EC Treaty, then Arts. 30, 36, 85, 86). In the other half, cases about rental and lending were overrepresented, while none of the preliminary references concerned the Computer Programs Directive.

The Information Society Directive is so broad in terms of rights and limitations covered that it is predictable that it generates the most preliminary references, and one would also expect that the Information Society Directive would be drawn into cases where the primary questions asked are about earlier directives. And indeed, where before cases lodged typically concerned the interpretation of only one directive, there now is a trend toward cases where preliminary questions are asked about various directives. The Court of Justice’s practice to draw in various copyright directives in its discussion of questions asked about a single one may well further stimulate national courts to do the same in their references.

II. A new stage in copyright harmonization?

One could say that the Council and Parliament’s failure to engage with the question ‘what is a work’ beyond the specific genres of software, databases and photographs has forced the Court to start answering it. Many questions still go unanswered about the boundaries of the domain of copyright, exclusions of protection (for news of the day, official texts), requirements of fixation, the possibility to maintain national systems with closed lists of work categories, and on and on. Inevitably, I would think, once national courts are taken further down the road to an all-inclusive Community-wide notion of what constitutes a work, there will be no escape from a Community-wide notion of authorship (and initial ownership). And eventually also of moral rights, which has been kept out of the discussion in EU institutions so far with the convenient ‘excuse’ that it has no particular internal market relevance. As Benabou observed, the Information Society Directive has opened a Pandora’s box, enabling the Court of Justice to interpret key concepts of copyright.

Unless, of course, the legislator were to step in. Copyright law becomes more and more politicized, however, to the point where one-issue parties with an anti-copyright agenda are now represented in several national parliaments and the EP. And with nearly double the number of Member States that were involved in drafting previous instruments, one can expect that decision making in the Council and Parliament will not speed up. What is more, much energy these days goes into the enforcement of IP; the much-maligned Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) is a case in point. So perhaps on issues of work, authorship, ownership and the like, the legislator will not do anything for years to come. At most, a few years down the line and many judgments further, it might initiate a ‘recast’ round of existing directives, in which the judgments of the courts are codified.

The preliminary reference tool takes on a new meaning. The numbers of copyright cases brought before the Court of Justice are rising, and the Court shows itself rather activist and willing to construct pan-European notions of copyright that are not clearly in (or even squarely out of) the directives. It is therefore high time for scholars to start studying more profoundly the intricacies and dynamics of the preliminary reference procedure as a mechanism for the unification of European copyright law. It will drive changes in domestic laws for years to come, and I think understanding how national courts and the ECJ through the preliminary reference procedure shape the development of copyright norms is crucial for ensuring the quality of any instruments of intellectual property law to come. There are many questions. Some that come to mind concern the fact that the process is of necessity locally driven. The initiative is with national courts, for in the end they decide to take a matter to Luxembourg. Do some Member States drive the process more than others? How come? Does this push the law in a certain direction? Then there are questions that have to do with the type of disputes that are litigated in copyright. Are some types of disputes more likely to result in preliminary references—e.g. involving certain industries focused on the scope of exclusive rights—
rather than disputes over ownership, for example? If so, does this set the Court on a certain path, which in turn may invite more preliminary references? If there is such a circular effect, is there a danger that it promotes lopsided development of the law, especially considering the enormously broad and diverse areas of cultural production that copyright law impacts? Are national courts the drivers in name, but is the Court of Justice the seat? Surely such questions deserve greater scrutiny from intellectual property scholars.

124 With some judgments fresh off the press and major ones in the pipeline, there will also be plenty of positivist-comparative work to do. To end with Posner: "The messy work product of the judges and legislators requires a good deal of tidying up, of synthesis, analysis, restatement, and critique." And indeed, the tidying up that the Court of Justice itself engages in while attempting to forge common copyright and related rights concepts 'given the requirements of unity of the European Union legal order and its coherence ...'is blowing up plenty of dust for now.


2 In the Football Dataco judgment of March 1, 2012 (Case C-604/10, the ECJ interprets Art. 3 Database Directive (requirements for copyright protection). This case is not discussed in as much detail as the 2009-2011 cases here, as it was handed down after the manuscript for this article was submitted, and has not yet generated in-depth commentary.
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